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In a global of go! go! go! go! go! it is time to stop! and discover a new way.Carin Berger's playful
new photo e-book is a jubilant get together of going green.
This whimsical tribute to recycling and the surroundings is ideal for little toddlers and younger
children. The booklet shouts Go! instantly and readers are off following brilliant crimson

activities vehicles as they race around the page, every one choked with unusual pointy nosed or
beaked creatures. flip the pages and so they get extra crowded with vehicles, all smart and
funny, yet all pouring out exhaust. finally the web page is just jam-packed with the note “go”
repeating again and again again. Then come the darkish clouds of smog, filling the web page
and a statement to Stop! The little creatures determine some ways that they could aid the
surroundings and nonetheless get around. The phrases listed here are so extremely simple and
accessible. Older young children will benefit from the fold-out web page with its brief rhymes
approximately what to do to be extra green. more youthful childrens will benefit from the autos
screeching around the page. Berger’s illustrations, all performed in recycled materials, are very
clever. Even the ultimate tips about the final web page are performed in a pleasant tone
splendid for children. Berger has taken a posh topic and made it clear, smart and concise. a
really profitable eco-friendly photo book, this may simply be included into preschool devices on
nature and storytimes as well. applicable for a long time 2-5.
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